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Counterfactuals and exchangeability

The counterfactual theory of causation has been used as a framework to support causal inference [1]. Under a counterfactual definition, causality refers to the notion “had the exposure differed, the outcome would have differed” [2]. Measures of association such as risk differences, risk ratios and odds ratios, which contrast the risk of an outcome between different groups of individuals, can be given a causal interpretation subject only to strong assumptions, the central of which is exchangeability. Exchangeability refers to the idea that the risk of the outcome in one exposure group (Group 1) would have been the same as the risk in another exposure group (Group 2), had the participants in Group 2 received the exposure given to Group 1, and vice-versa. Given exchangeability, the observed risk in Group 1 is equal to the counterfactual risk in both groups had everyone received the exposure given to Group 1, and the observed risk in Group 2 is equal to the counterfactual risk in both groups had everyone received the exposure given to Group 2.

In randomised controlled trials, the participants in different exposure groups are exchangeable, since treatment allocation is independent of participants’ pre-exposure characteristics. Measures of (conditional) association from observational designs can also be used to estimate causal effects if conditional exchangeability is created by appropriate control of bias, such as adjustment for confounders [3]; that is, if exchangeability holds after conditioning on a set of observed variables. Causal diagrams can be used to help identify the optimal covariate set for adjustment.

Causal diagram language

Causal diagram theory presents its own language, which uses ancestry (family tree) terminology. This terminology is presented below, with an example based on Fig. S1, derived from the work of Greenland and colleagues [4].

---

1 Conditional associations refer to adjusted effect estimates. Marginal associations are unadjusted (crude) effect estimates.
In Fig. S1, the variables depicted by letters (A, B, C, D, E) are called nodes. Arrows represent cause-effect relationships and are called arcs or edges. A path is any unbroken route that follows the arcs (regardless of direction) between adjacent nodes. Causal or directed paths are those which follow a sequence of arcs in a tail-to-head route, such as A → E → D. Any path which is not directed, is undirected. In particular, a path which starts with a head-to-tail arc is known as a backdoor path. In Fig. S1, all paths from E to D except E → D (e.g. E ← C → D) are backdoor paths.

A path is blocked at the point at which two arrowheads meet. The variable at which the arrowheads meet is called a collider. For example, in Fig. S1 the path A → C ← B → D is blocked by collider C. The arc from C to D represents a direct causal effect of C on D, as it is not intercepted by any of the other variables included in the diagram. In contrast, the causal path from C → E → D from C to D is indirect, as the effect is mediated by E.

The absence of an arc, or any other open path, between A and B implies independence between A and B. Descendants of a variable X are those that are affected directly or indirectly by X. For example, in Fig. S1, E, C and D are all descendants of A. More specifically, children of a variable X are those that follow a single directed arc. In Fig. S1, D is a child of B, C and E. Ancestors or causes are variables that affect other variables directly or indirectly and, more specifically, parents are ancestor variables that are adjacent to the affected variable. In Fig. S1, A, B, C and E are all ancestors of D, and B, C and E are all parents of D.

Causal DAGs are directed, as the arcs connecting variables suggest a direction of effect, they are acyclic as they do not contain feedback loops\(^2\) and they are causal as they include all common causes of a pair of variables [4-6].

---

\(^2\) The absence of feedback loops means that a variable cannot be an ancestor or descendant of itself such that X causes Y and Y simultaneously causes X. If the value of X affects Y and then Y affects a later value of X this
**Graphical properties and rules**

Causal diagrams have several properties that are important to their interpretation. First, causal diagrams are qualitative and do not provide information about the strength or nature of association between two variables. For example, causal diagrams do not convey whether variables are categorical or continuous, whether dose-response relationships are linear or non-linear, whether causes are necessary or sufficient, whether there is effect modification, or whether effects are harmful or protective [4-6]. These properties are typically determined by statistical investigation of collected data.

Second, the *parent-child* and *direct/indirect* relationships implied by causal graphs are not inherent properties of the biologic relationship between two variables. This terminology simply reflects the level of detail that is captured in the diagram [4]. If we consider the relationship PAE → FASD, PAE is represented as a direct cause of FASD only because the specific intermediate causal mechanisms between PAE and FASD remain unknown and/or unmeasured or were simply not included in the DAG [7].

The presence of an arc between two nodes indicates a known or possible/probable causal relationship between two variables. If there is inconclusive evidence about whether there is a causal link between two variables, it is appropriate to include an arc between them (and in the direction deemed most plausible), since the presence of an arc indicates the *possibility* of an effect in the depicted direction whereas the absence of an arc or node indicates the stronger assumption of *no effect in either direction*, or at least the belief that the effect has a negligible impact given all other factors in the graph [8].

Finally, it is not necessary to include all causes of a variable within a causal diagram. However, if two variables share a common cause then this must be represented [5]. If this common cause is unmeasured then it must still be included and can be represented graphically as shown by node U in Fig. S2. Although not necessary, it is possible to include other variables that are not a common cause of two other variables [8], as in the case of node F in Fig. S2. For the purposes of the DAG developed in this review, we included some variables that are not common causes of two other variables to ensure complete coverage of the risk factors that have been described to date in the FASD literature. Sometimes, such variables are important in the analysis (e.g. to improve precision, to investigate effect modification/mediation), even if they are not important for reducing bias in the total causal effect estimate.

---

temporal sequence can be represented in separate variables (e.g. $X_0 \rightarrow Y_0 \rightarrow X_1$). This coincides with our intuition on causality: nothing is its own cause.
Two key concepts are integral to the interpretation and manipulation of DAGs. They are the *d-Separation criterion* and *Causal Markovian Condition* described by Pearl [9] and presented in an epidemiological context by Glymour and colleagues [5].

The d-Separation criterion is a set of graphical rules that can be used to infer independencies between variables. D-separation can be either unconditional or conditional. Unconditional d-separation occurs when there is no open path between two nodes. For example, in Fig. S3a, variables A and B are unconditionally d-separated, as the only paths between them are blocked by colliders C, D and E. Since variables A and B are d-separated, the graph predicts that, statistically, they will be marginally independent. In other words, causal diagram theory states that only open paths will create associations [5].

Conditioning has different implications for d-separation according to whether the node that is conditioned on is a collider or not [5,9]. Non-colliders may be mediating variables, as in Fig. S3b, where C is the mediator; or non-colliders may be a common cause of two variables as in Fig. S3c, where C is a confounder. Conditioning on a non-collider blocks the flow of statistical dependence along that path and (providing that there are no other open paths) creates d-separation and, therefore, statistical independence between A and D in Fig. S3b and E and D in Fig. S3c, conditional on C. Conversely, conditioning on a collider can *create* associations between two marginally independent variables. For example, in Fig. S3d the path between A and B is unconditionally blocked by collider C and so (in the absence of other paths from A to B) there is no marginal association between A and B; however, adjusting for C opens that path and creates a conditional association between A and B, given C. Fig. S3d provides a graphical representation of how an open path is created by conditioning on a collider. The dashed line in this Fig. is a non-directional arc that indicates that A and B are associated for
reasons other than influencing each other or sharing a common cause, once C has been conditioned on (conditioning depicted by the square box) [4]. This dashed line is not formally a part of the DAG, but is often added informally to highlight the conditional associations that may be induced. Collider bias is explained more fully, with an intuitive example, in the next section.

A set of variables (S) is said to block the path between two nodes (e.g. E and D) if the path is closed after conditioning on this set. The set (S) unblocks the path if the path is open after conditioning. If there was no open path between E and D to begin with then the empty set separates them [5].

Fig. S3: Causal diagrams for illustration of the d-separation criteria. Fig. a) presents the full diagram, where colliders C, E and D create unconditional separation between A and B. Fig. b) presents a causal pathway, where the causal effect between A and D is mediated by C. Fig. c) presents a biasing pathway between E and D due to not adjusting for confounder C and Fig. d) shows the introduction of a non-causal relationship between variables A and B (depicted by dashed line), due to inappropriate adjustment (depicted by square) on collider C.

Bias

As well as facilitating expression of complex causal networks, DAGs have been advocated as useful tools for informing strategies for bias reduction [5,9]. Systematic bias is present when the chosen measure of association differs from the true causal effect [10]. Under these circumstances, different exposure groups differ in their probability of the outcome for reasons other than the effect of the exposure, even within strata of all the variables being conditioned upon in the analysis. This section will compare traditional and graphical approaches to defining and identifying confounding, selection, and information bias.

In epidemiology, confounding variables have commonly been defined by the following criteria [11]:

- The variable must be associated with both the exposure and the outcome.
- The variable must predict the outcome, independent of its association with the exposure.
- The variable must not lie on the causal pathway between the exposure and the outcome (i.e. it should not be a mediator).

Selection bias may also lead to misleading effect estimates within epidemiological studies. Selection bias occurs when the study population does not represent the target population [12] or, more formally, when:
“the association between exposure and disease includes a non-causal component attributable to restricting the analysis to certain level(s) of a common effect of exposure and disease or, more generally, to conditioning on a common effect of variables correlated with exposure and disease”[13][p. 182].

In contrast to traditional epidemiological approaches, graphical methods offer a more precise definition by expressing bias as any unblocked backdoor path between the exposure and outcome. For example, in Fig. S3a, all paths from E to D, except for the direct path from E → D are backdoor paths. Therefore, the unadjusted estimate for the effect of E on D will be partly due to the causal effect and partly due to the remaining biasing paths [4]. Some argue that because graphical rules are sufficient to identify structural sources of bias there is no need to distinguish between confounding and selection bias. Nevertheless, for the purposes of unifying graphical and epidemiological definitions of bias it is useful to indicate how these concepts overlap [5]. Also, knowing whether the source of bias is due to confounding or selection issues may suggest approaches for minimising bias by study design.

Graphical methods depict confounding as an open backdoor path formed by a common cause of two variables. In many instances, application of the traditional and graphical criteria for confounding identify the same variables as confounders and would recommend similar strategies for control of this bias.

Fig. S4: Partial a) and full version b) of a causal diagram to illustrate complexities when adjusting for confounders, including over-adjustment when C is both a confounder and collider c).

For example, Fig. S4a is a sub-section of Fig. S4b and demonstrates that the effect estimate for the relationship between E and D is partly confounded by C. If we take Fig. S4a to be a complete DAG (i.e. assume that there are no further common causes that are not represented in the graph), then the traditional and graphical approaches would both identify C as a confounder and would both suggest C as a covariate that should be controlled for to gain an unbiased estimate of the effect of E on D. However, the traditional and graphical approaches to confounding sometimes diverge. Greenland and colleagues [4] presented the full DAG (Fig. S4b) to colleagues and asked them identify the smallest subset of variables that would be sufficient to adjust for in order to create an unbiased estimate of the effect of E on D. Most suggested that adjusting for A or B only
would not be sufficient, but that adjusting for C alone would be sufficient. This choice was based on the reasoning that adjustment for only A and B would not resolve the confounding by C. Adjustment for C, however, would block the pathway between A and D, given E, and would leave B unassociated with E. Therefore, A and B would no longer meet the traditional criteria for confounding, as they would not be associated with both the exposure and the outcome. However, the graphical criteria for confounding indicate that controlling for C alone would not be sufficient to eliminate bias. This is because C is a collider (a common effect of A and B, on the pathway A → C ← B). As previously described, conditioning on a collider creates an association between its parents. This, in turn, creates a new backdoor pathway, which, if uncontrolled, will lead to a biased effect estimate between E and D (see Fig. S4c). Therefore, to obtain an unbiased estimate of E on D, it is also necessary to control for A or B, in addition to C [4].

Collider bias arises because observing information about one of the common causes of an effect, makes the other cause more or less likely given the occurrence of that effect, even if these causes were previously independent [9]. Hernan provides the following example [13]. Suppose that dieting and a particular form of cancer are statistically independent and, therefore, knowing that someone was on a diet does not change your knowledge about their risk of cancer. A common effect of dieting and cancer is weight loss. Given that we know that someone had lost weight (i.e. we condition on weight loss), cancer and diet no longer remain independent. This is because knowing that someone had lost weight and was not on a diet increases the probability that this person has cancer (intuitively: if they lost weight but weren’t on a diet then it must have been something else [e.g. cancer] that caused them to lose weight). Therefore, within categories of weight loss, dieting and cancer become inversely associated. In these circumstances the crude effect estimate of the relationship between diet and cancer is unbiased and conditioning on collider weight loss creates a spurious association between diet and cancer, thus leading to a biased adjusted estimate.

Collider bias is a form of selection bias. Selection bias due to loss to follow-up and missing data can also be represented graphically [14]. These forms of bias occur when study drop-out or completeness of data are associated with both the exposure and the outcome [11]. Restriction of analysis to participants with complete data represents a form of conditioning on the common effect of exposure and outcome - data availability.

In summary, DAGs can assist with the identification and representation of bias as well as assisting with the choice of adjustment variables that will help to remove or reduce that bias. Graphical methods can be applied to complex causal networks in situations where traditional criteria for confounder identification may fail [4]. Bias due to confounding can typically be reduced via multivariable regression modelling, using the method outlined
above to identify suitable covariates. Selection bias can be minimised by avoiding harmful adjustment on common effects of the exposure and outcome, or by using appropriate methods to account for missing data.
Online Resource 2: Search strings

Search 1a: Medline search for review articles on FASD risk factors

1. Fetal alcohol spectrum disorders/
2. Risk factors/
3. 1 and 2
4. fetal alcohol syndrome.tw.
5. FASD.tw.
7. 4 or 5
8. 6 and 7
9. 3 or 8
10. systematic review.mp.
11. 9 and 10

Search 1b: Medline search for articles on FASD and stress

1. Fetal alcohol spectrum disorders/
2. fetal alcohol syndrome.tw.
3. FASD.tw.
4. STRESS, PSYCHOLOGICAL/ or stress.mp.
5. 1 and 4
6. 2 or 3
7. 4 and 6
8. 5 or 7
9. alcohol*.mp.
10. 4 and 9
11. Pregnancy/
12. pregnan*.mp.
13. 11 or 12
14. 10 and 13
15. 8 or 14
Online Resource 3: DAGitty code (compatible with html version)

dag {
  "Antenatal care" [pos="0.945,1.014"]
  "Characteristics that resemble FASD" [latent,pos="0.880,0.596"]
  "Current alcohol use" [pos="0.367,0.996"]
  "Drug use" [pos="0.823,0.446"]
  "FASD classification" [outcome,pos="0.880,0.688"]
  "FASD diagnostic framework/detection" [pos="0.885,0.480"]
  "Genotype (maternal)" [pos="0.417,0.791"]
  "Genotype_(infant)" [pos="0.543,0.742"]
  "Having another child with FASD" [pos="0.562,0.982"]
  "Marital status" [pos="0.092,0.417"]
  "Maternal FASD" [pos="0.018,0.327"]
  "Maternal knowledge/attitudes towards PAE" [latent,pos="0.086,0.800"]
  "Maternal prenatal alcohol consumption" [latent,pos="0.193,0.883"]
  "Mental health" [pos="0.559,0.430"]
  "Other unmeasured exposures" [latent,pos="0.956,0.326"]
  "PAE guidance" [latent,pos="0.019,0.466"]
  "Pre-pregnancy alcohol use" [pos="0.143,0.299"]
  "Professional knowledge/guidance on PAE" [latent,pos="0.074,0.680"]
  "Reasons for PAE measurement error" [latent,pos="0.266,1.102"]
  "Risky behaviour" [pos="0.816,0.210"]
  "Substance use of friends/family" [pos="0.079,0.190"]
  "True FASD" [latent,pos="0.882,0.884"]
  "Unplanned pregnancy" [pos="0.774,0.283"]
  "Abuse" [pos="0.356,0.295"]
  "Age" [pos="0.200,0.533"]
  "BMI" [pos="0.689,0.643"]
  "Nutrition" [pos="0.561,0.590"]
  "Parity" [pos="0.065,0.548"]
  "Preg_comp" [pos="0.027,1.056"]
  "Religion" [pos="0.224,0.256"]
  "Reported_PAE" [pos="0.196,0.987"]
  "SES" [pos="0.303,0.376"]
  "Smoking" [pos="0.669,0.526"]
  "Stress" [pos="0.243,0.650"]
  "Support" [pos="0.427,0.450"]
  "Antenatal care" -> "Nutrition" [pos="0.785,0.551"]
  "Antenatal care" -> "Preg_comp" [pos="0.905,1.106"]
  "Characteristics that resemble FASD" -> "FASD classification"
  "Drug use" -> "Antenatal care" [pos="0.966,0.558"]
  "Drug use" -> "Characteristics that resemble FASD"
  "Drug use" -> "True FASD" [pos="0.803,0.689"]
  "Drug use" -> "Nutrition" [pos="0.788,0.580"]
  "Drug use" -> "Preg_comp" [pos="-0.028,0.208"]
  "FASD diagnostic framework/detection" -> "Characteristics that resemble FASD"
  "Genotype (maternal)" -> "Current alcohol use"
  "Genotype (maternal)" -> "Genotype_(infant)"
  "Genotype (maternal)" -> "Maternal prenatal alcohol consumption"
  "Genotype (maternal)" -> "Pre-pregnancy alcohol use" [pos="0.004,0.425"]
  "Genotype (maternal)" -> "True FASD"
  "Genotype_(infant)" -> "True FASD"
  "Marital status" -> "Unplanned pregnancy"
  "Marital status" -> "SES"
  "Marital status" -> "Support"
  "Maternal FASD" -> "Maternal prenatal alcohol consumption" [pos="-0.030,0.659"]
Nutrition -> "True FASD" [pos="0.626,0.703"]
Nutrition -> BMI
Nutrition -> Preg_comp [pos="0.038,0.380"]
Religion -> "Current alcohol use"
Religion -> "Marital status" [pos="0.249,0.354"]
Religion -> "Maternal prenatal alcohol consumption" [pos="-0.031,0.231"]
Religion -> "Pre-pregnancy alcohol use"
Religion -> "Unplanned pregnancy" [pos="0.551,0.230"]
Religion -> Support
Reported_PAE -> "FASD classification"
SES -> "Antenatal care" [pos="0.626,1.067"]
SES -> "Current alcohol use"
SES -> "Drug use" [pos="0.337,0.267"]
SES -> "Maternal prenatal alcohol consumption" [pos="-0.021,0.498"]
SES -> "Mental health"
SES -> "Pre-pregnancy alcohol use" [pos="-0.008,0.260"]
SES -> "Unplanned pregnancy" [pos="0.376,0.309"]
SES -> Nutrition [pos="0.467,0.366"]
SES -> Parity [pos="0.084,0.458"]
SES -> Smoking [pos="0.432,0.349"]
SES -> Stress
SES -> Support
Smoking -> "Characteristics that resemble FASD"
Smoking -> "True FASD"
Smoking -> Nutrition
Smoking -> Preg_comp [pos="0.036,0.523"]
Stress -> "Characteristics that resemble FASD" [pos="0.548,0.761"]
Stress -> "Drug use" [pos="0.292,0.114"]
Stress -> "Maternal prenatal alcohol consumption" [pos="0.165,0.799"]
Stress -> "True FASD"
Stress -> Nutrition [pos="0.429,0.691"]
Stress -> Preg_comp [pos="0.085,0.802"]
Stress -> Smoking
Support -> "Mental health"
Support -> Stress
Online Resource 4: Categories of relationships implied by the literature review and DAG

Causal risk factors

Given that prenatal alcohol exposure is the sole necessary cause for FASD, other causal risk factors were hypothesised to influence the risk of FASD in two ways: by changing the risk of alcohol exposure during pregnancy and/or by changing the effect of alcohol on the fetus. These causal risk factors are described below.

Prenatal alcohol use is the sole necessary cause of FASD and thus is the primary causal risk factor. The effect of maternal alcohol use is mediated by proximal unmeasured causal processes, or provocative factors, that include fetal alcohol exposure, hypoxia, free radical damage, epigenetic changes and disrupted neurotransmitter functioning [7].

Although PAE is the sole necessary cause of FASD, it is also useful to study exposures that modify the effect of PAE on FASD to identify opportunities for harm reduction. These are known as effect modifiers. Identified effect modifiers include maternal age, genotype, prenatal stress, prenatal mental health, prenatal nutrition, BMI, prenatal smoking, and prenatal illicit drug use [15-17]. Within this group of effect modifiers, some are potentially amenable to intervention (prenatal mental health, prenatal stress, prenatal nutrition, BMI, prenatal smoking, and prenatal illicit drug use) and some are not (maternal age, genotype). Modelling strategies that estimate the effect of proposed causal effect modifiers on FASD can suggest useful potential targets for intervention.

Most of the risk factors that have been identified for FASD feature at a more distal stage in the causal pathway. We refer to these as distal causal risk factors. Distal factors include: substance use of friends and family, social support, socioeconomic status, marital status, maternal FASD symptomology, alcohol use before pregnancy, religion, abuse and unplanned pregnancy. Although these factors feature at a more distal stage of the causal pathway to FASD, some may be useful targets for intervention. For example, if low social support increases the risk of FASD by increasing prenatal stress, which in turn increases the risk of PAE, then social support initiatives may be a useful focus for intervention.

Non-causal factors (risk markers)

Having another child with FASD and postnatal alcohol use are depicted as risk markers for FASD. These factors do not lie on the causal pathway between substance use in the current pregnancy and FASD, since they...
occur outside of the index pregnancy. Nevertheless, they may be useful indicators of adverse prenatal exposures and, therefore, may be informative for identifying children who require follow-up and assessment.

**Other categories**

In the preceding sections, we described categories of causal risk factors and risk markers for FASD. Here, we specify other nodes that were included in the DAG to represent potential sources of bias and measurement error. First, adverse exposures and events such as substance use, unhealthy diet, life stressors and adverse pre- and postnatal environments, tend to co-occur [20-22]. Rather than one of these factors simply causing the others, it is likely that their co-occurrence reflects some latent common cause. This common cause has been labelled ‘risky behaviour’ in some DAGs that link alcohol use and smoking, and in studies that explore binge drinking and unplanned pregnancy [8,23]. Therefore, for the DAG that we present in this review, we have included an overarching node labelled “risky behaviour/unspecified common causes of maternal alcohol use and other adverse exposures” to represent the latent factors that cause adverse exposures to co-occur. The clustering of adverse exposures may be due to a variety of unknown and unmeasured factors. Therefore, this common cause node was added to the DAG to represent this potential source of residual confounding.

Second, in many epidemiological studies, it is not possible to directly measure the true exposure and true outcome. Therefore, it is necessary to rely on surrogate measures that approximate but do not perfectly match the values of the true exposure and outcome [24]. The degree of bias depends on the extent to which the measured values deviate from the true values [25]. Measurement error of fetal alcohol exposure and of FASD is a particular concern. Fetal alcohol exposure is influenced not only by maternal alcohol consumption, but also by maternal and fetal metabolism, and a range of other factors that modify the teratogenic effects of alcohol [26]. Often, only one of these components - maternal alcohol consumption – is observed, with a degree of measurement error. Ascertainment of maternal alcohol use normally relies on maternal self-report or incomplete medical records, which are thought to underestimate true maternal alcohol use [27,28]. Therefore, in the absence of reliable measures of fetal blood alcohol concentration, there will be measurement error of true PAE. Therefore, in the DAG, we depicted self-reported maternal alcohol use as a source of measurement error. It is a factor that is associated with, but distinct from, true maternal alcohol use.

Measurement error of the primary exposure (true maternal alcohol use) will also contribute to measurement error of the outcome (FASD diagnosis), since alcohol use is a diagnostic criterion for FASD. Therefore, for reasons of transparency, we represented these sources of error as extra nodes in the DAG. It is important to note that measurement error is implicitly acknowledged for all reported exposures in the DAG (e.g. prenatal
smoking, prenatal stressful life events), however we chose not to depict these factors as extra nodes for reasons of visual clarity.

FASD diagnosis is a surrogate for true FASD status. FASD diagnosis is influenced by a range of factors. These factors are represented as separate nodes within the DAG and include: the choice of diagnostic framework, adequacy of FASD detection (e.g. the availability of diagnostic services for FASD), and consideration of the role of other exposures that can lead to symptoms that resemble FASD (for example the effect of prenatal tobacco smoking on low birth weight) [29]. The FASD Canadian guidelines for diagnosis (2005), describe the challenge of diagnosis as follows: “The face of FAS is the result of a specific effect of ethanol teratogenesis altering growth of the midface and brain. Those exposed to other embryotoxic agents may display a similar, but not identical, phenotypic facial development, impaired growth, a higher frequency of anomalies and developmental and behavioural abnormalities... Knowledge of exposure history will decrease the possibility of misdiagnosing FASD”[30][87]. As FASD shares many overlapping features with other disorders, it has been described as a diagnosis of exclusion [31].

The final node in this category was introduced to depict biological mechanisms (provocative factors). The specific biological mechanisms that cause FASD are still under investigation [7]. Therefore, within the DAG, we depicted these provocative factors as a broad category of unmeasured factors that mediate the relationship between PAE and FASD (denoted as a large connecting arrow between true prenatal alcohol use and true FASD).
References